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Order matters: Alphabetizing in-text citations biases citation rates
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Abstract
Though citations are critical for communicating science and evaluating scholarly success, properties unrelated to the quality of
the work—such as cognitive biases—can influence citation decisions. The primacy effect, in particular, is relevant to lists, which
for in-text citations could result in citations earlier in the list receiving more attention than those later in the list. Therefore, how
citations are ordered could influence which citations receive the most attention. Using a sample of 150,000 articles, we tested
whether alphabetizing in-text citations biases readers into citing more often articles with first authors whose surnames begin with
letters early in the alphabet. We found that surnames earlier in the alphabet were cited more often than those later in the alphabet
when journals ordered citations alphabetically compared with chronologically or numerically. This effect seemed to be stronger
in psychology journals (which have a culture of alphabetizing citations) compared with biology or geoscience journals (which
primarily order chronologically or numerically) and was strongest among moderately and highly cited articles. Therefore,
alphabetizing in-text citations biases citation decisions toward authors with surnames occurring early in the alphabet. These
citation decisions result from an interaction between cognitive biases (more attention devoted to items earlier in a list) and the
structure of the citation environment (the style in which citations are ordered). We suggest that journals using alphabetically
ordered citations switch to chronological ordering to minimize this arbitrary alphabetical citation bias.
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In a classic 1975 article, Gerard Salton proposed a model of
information retrieval cited by hundreds of other articles since.
The problem is, the Salton article does not exist; rather, it is an
amalgam of two other citations, neither of which actually pro-
posed the model under question (Dubin, 2004). For decades,
researchers have simply copied the citations used by other
articles. Unfortunately, such a lackadaisical approach to cita-
tion behavior is not uncommon. And, critically, the resulting
citation counts are used as key metrics by employers and
funding agencies to assess productivity and success of indi-
vidual scholars and their institutions. Therefore, understand-
ing the psychology of citation decisions has important

implications for how scholarly work is evaluated. Here, we
investigate how different in-text citation styles interact with
cognition to bias citation decisions.

Herbert Simon’s notion of bounded rationality emphasizes
that decision makers face limits in time, information, and cog-
nitive capabilities when making decisions (Simon, 1955).
When writing scholarly articles and books, for example, re-
searchers make citation decisions (which articles to cite) under
time pressure and constraints on attention and memory.
However, Simon’s notion of bounded rationality highlighted
that, to understand decisionmaking, one must investigate both
the cognitive capabilities of the decision maker, as well as the
structure of the environment in which those decisions are
made (Simon, 1990). This is a useful framework for under-
standing how the decision environment interacts with re-
searcher cognition to shape citation decisions.

Cognitive biases: The primacy effect

The order in which we process information influences our use
of that information. Our attention and memory are subject to
the primacy effect, in which we attend to and remember earlier
items in a list better than late items (Bigham, 1894; Murdock,
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1962). Here, we propose that primacy effects also occur when
readers acquire and use information about citations in
scholarly articles. For example, limited time and attention
could drive researchers to focus more on citations earlier
in lists than those later in lists, which can bias them to-
ward using these citations more in their own work.
Indeed, articles appearing earlier in a journal’s table of
contents or e-mail announcements are viewed and cited
more frequently than those appearing later (Berger,
2016; Feenberg, Ganguli, Gaulé, & Gruber, 2017).
Further, authors with surnames (last names) starting with
letters earlier in the alphabet are cited disproportionately
more than authors with surnames later in the alphabet
(Huang, 2015). This alphabetical citation bias is an ex-
ample of the primacy effect: Authors with letters earlier in
the alphabet receive more attention than those with letters
later in the alphabet. Huang suggested that this bias oc-
curred because researchers scan through alphabetized ref-
erences lists (bibliographies at the end of an article) but
stop before searching the entire list, which results in citing
references early in the list. Here, we propose that the
environment under which researchers find and subse-
quently cite articles (the Bcitation environment^) influ-
ences which articles are cited. That is, the alphabetical
citation bias arises from the primacy effect interacting
with the in-text citation style dictated by each journal.

The environment: Citation styles

Journalsvary inhowauthorscitepreviousworkwithin the text (in-
text citations). The two broad classes of citation styles for in-text
citations(Williams,2011)areHarvardstyle—whichincludesa list
of author surnames andpublication dates, as used in theAmerican
Psychological Association (APA) style—and Vancouver (or nu-
merical) style—which inserts a unique number for each citation
(e.g., [1]).Within the Harvard style, whenmultiple references are
cited, in-text citations can be ordered chronologically with the
earliest citation listed first, or alphabetically based on first author
surname. Both the alphabetical and chronological Harvard styles
use the same alphabetized reference list, the only difference be-
tween the two being the ordering of in-text citations. Numerical
journals, in contrast, typically organize their reference lists in se-
quential numerical order,with references appearing in the order in
which theywere first used in text.

Boundedly rational citation decisions

Huang (2015) postulated that the alphabetical citation bias
arises because readers only perform a limited search within
reference lists. We propose an alternative—though not mutu-
ally exclusive—mechanism that can generate the alphabetical

citation bias: Alphabetizing the ordering of in-text citations
combines with the primacy effect to result in this bias. That
is, researchers’ cognitive processes (more attention devoted to
items earlier in a list) interacts with the citation environment
(citation style) to influence citation decisions.

Huang’s (2015) hypothesis that reference lists drive the
alphabetical citation bias would predict that both alphabetical
and chronological styles should cause a bias since these styles
share an alphabetized reference list. Alternatively, if the alpha-
betical citation bias arises due to the order of authors in an in-
text citation of multiple sources, then journals utilizing an
alphabetical, but not chronological nor numerical, style will
cause a bias because readers focus on citations early in the list
of citations. Thus, we can test whether the alphabetical citation
bias arises due to reference list and/or in-text citation ordering.
We a priori predicted that letters early in the alphabet would
have a greater number of citations for journals with alphabet-
ized in-text citations (alphabetical style), compared with chro-
nological and numerical style. That is, we hypothesized that
the alphabetical citation bias would be strongest when in-text
citations are ordered alphabetically.

Because fields of study have different cultures for citation
styles, our second question addresses whether fields with a
culture of alphabetizing in-text citations show a stronger bias
than fields that do not typically alphabetize them. Psychology,
for example, is rather homogeneous in its use of alphabetical
ordering, dictated by the APA publication manual (American
Psychological Association, 2010).1 Citations in biology, in
contrast, are heterogeneous with no overarching citation style,
though numerical and chronological are quite common
(Williams, 2011). The citation culture difference in psycholo-
gy and biology provides an opportunity to test the alphabetical
citation bias across fields. That is, assuming that researchers
tend to cite other articles from within their own field, we can
test whether an alphabetical citation bias emerges more for
fields with a culture of alphabetizing in-text citations.
Therefore, we made the a priori prediction that early-letter
surnames will have higher citation rates compared with late-
letter surnames in psychology but not in fields without a
strong culture of alphabetical in-text citations.

Method

Journal selection

To select psychology journals for this analysis, we conducted
an InCitesTM Journal Citations Report® (http://about.jcr.

1 In psychology, even journals not published by the APA tend to follow the
APA style. Exceptions to alphabetical order in psychology journals typically
occur because the journal is a part of a larger series of journals across a range of
fields (e.g., Trends journals, such as Trends in Cognitive Sciences, which uses
the numerical style).
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incites.thomsonreuters.com/) using BPsychology^ and
BPsychology: Multidisciplinary^ search terms. We then
selected the top seven journals from that list that
encompassed general psychology (i.e., not journals with a
specific subfield focus). We conducted a similar report using
BBiology,^ BEcology,^ and BEvolutionary Biology^ search
terms and selected the top seven general biology/ecology
journals. Because Trends in Ecology and Evolution appeared
in this list, we added the sister journal Trends in Cognitive
Sciences to the psychology journals (which was not in the
top seven psychology journals). This yielded 15 general psy-
chology and biology journals. We also wanted to include sub-
field journals, so we added 12 major journals associated with
animal behavior and cognition, since this subfield bridges
psychology and biology, and its journals include multiple ci-
tation styles. This yielded a total of 27 journals (see Table S1
in the Supplementary Materials). We coded each journal as
primarily a psychology or biology journal,2 and we coded
the in-text citation type as alphabetical, chronological, or
numerical. Six of the journals switched citation types during
the study period, so we coded the journals by year to accom-
modate the switches.3 For each journal, we downloaded
from Web of ScienceTM (https://apps.webofknowledge.
com) citation information from all articles published
between 2000 and 2015, including first author surnames
and the citation count for each article (as of June 2016),
resulting in 46,789 articles with citation counts. We kept
only articles that had first author surnames beginning with
uppercase letters (i.e., resulting in the removal of surnames
starting with de, van, von, etc.).

Citation rate

Tomeasure citation rate, we extracted the number of times that
each of the articles was cited in Web of ScienceTM and calcu-
lated the mean number of citations for each letter. We then
divided the mean citation rate for each letter by the total num-
ber of citations and multiplied by 100 to calculate the mean
citation percentage for each letter.

We calculated this measure for two main analyses. In the
first, we addressed our prediction that citation style influences
citation rate by partitioning articles by citation style (alphabet-
ical, chronological, or numerical), then calculating citation
rate independently for each style. To address our prediction
that fields with a culture of using an alphabetical citation style
will show a stronger bias, we calculated citation rates
partitioned by field (biology or psychology). Second, to con-
firm and further strengthen our findings, we replicated our

results using an independent and larger sample comparing
alphabetical-style psychology journals with chronological-
style geoscience journals.

Replication

We conducted an independent replication of this analysis
that we preregistered at AsPredicted.org before collecting
d a t a ( h t t p s : / / a s p r e d i c t e d . o r g / um2 sk . p d f ; s e e
Supp lemen ta ry Ma te r i a l s ) . I n Apr i l 2017 , we
downloaded citation information from Web of ScienceTM

for all 50,945 articles in APA and Psychonomic Society
journals (N = 54) that were not included in the first
analysis and included more than 100 articles between
2000 and 2015 (see Table S2 in the Supplementary
Materials). We also downloaded 49,304 articles from the
primary geoscience societies’ journals (N = 31) that in-
cluded more than 100 articles during the same time period
(see Table S2). We conducted the same data analysis used
on the first data set to replicate our initial results.

Data analysis

We calculated Kendall’s τ for our correlation coefficient be-
cause surname letter is an ordinal variable. In addition, we
calculated Bayes factors (BFs) to provide the weight of evi-
dence for the alternative hypothesis relative to the null hypoth-
esis (Wagenmakers, 2007). Bayes factors between 3 and 10
provide moderate evidence for the alternative hypothesis,
those between 10 and 30 provide strong evidence, those be-
tween 30 and 100 provide very strong evidence, and those
above 100 provide extreme evidence (Wagenmakers et al.,
2018). Reciprocal values (1/3, 1/10, 1/30, 1/100) provide
comparable evidence for the null hypothesis. Bayes factors
and credible intervals (in brackets) for Kendall’s τ were cal-
culated based on van Doorn, Ly, Marsman, andWagenmakers
(2018). Bayes factors for linear regressions were computed
using weakly informative priors (Rouder & Morey, 2012).
Bayes factors for generalized linear mixed models were
converted from Bayesian information criterion (BIC) using
BF = e(BICnull − BICalternative) / 2 (Wagenmakers, 2007).

We analysed the data using R statistical software Version
3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2018). Data, R code, and additional anal-
ysis details are available in the Supplementary Materials and
on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/q5xk9/).

Results

When partitioned according to citation style, in journals with
alphabetical in-text citations, the citation rate moderately de-
creased across letters (τ = −0.34 [−0.56, −0.06], BF = 4.4),
whereas journals with chronological (τ = −0.18 [−0.41, 0.09],

2 We excluded Behavioural Processes from the analysis because it covers
psychology and biology roughly equally.
3 Behavioral Ecology switched in the middle of 2006, so we omitted this year
from our analysis.
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BF = 0.54) or numerical (τ = −0.20 [−0.43, 0.07], BF = 0.67)
in-text citations showed no evidence of a relationship (see Fig.
1a). However, comparing Bayesian linear regression models
with and without the citation style by letter interaction did not
show evidence for a difference between the two models (BF =
0.34). Therefore, we have weak to moderate evidence that
alphabetical in-text citations resulted in a bias toward citing
authors with surnames earlier in the alphabet more than those
with surnames later in the alphabet.

Categorizing the articles by field showed that the citation
rate in psychology very strongly decreased with the letter of
the first author’s surname (τ = −0.49 [−0.68, −0.19], BF =
88.1; see Fig. 1b), whereas biology showed no correlation (τ
= −0.10 [−0.34, 0.16], BF = 0.32). However, comparing
models with and without the field by letter interaction showed
only weak support for difference between the two models (BF
= 2.6). Thus, in psychology, articles written by first authors
with surnames earlier in the alphabet were more likely to be
cited than those with surnames later in the alphabet. This ef-
fect was not observed in biology, though there was only weak

evidence for a difference between fields (see Figs. S1 and S2
in the Supplementary Materials for individual journal data).

Replication

The comparison of psychology and biology journals resulted
in weak to moderate effects of the alphabetical citation bias.
The data, however, were noisy, so we replicated our analysis
with an independent sample of psychology journals, a new
chronologically ordered field for comparison (geoscience),
and an increased sample size of articles for each field.

Citation rate in psychology strongly decreased with the
letter of the author’s surname (τ = −0.40 [−0.60, −0.11], BF
= 12.0), whereas geoscience showed evidence of no relation-
ship (τ = 0.05 [−0.20, 0.30], BF = 0.27) (see Fig. 2; see Figs.
S3 and S4 in the Supplementary Materials for individual
journal data). There was stronger evidence for the model that
included the field by letter interaction comparedwith the mod-
el without the interaction (BF = 11.1). Thus, an independent
replication with a larger sample size and different comparison

Fig. 1 Alphabetical citation bias. Citation rate refers to the mean
percentage of total citations for each letter. a Citation rate across letters
in journals using an alphabetical citation style showed a moderate

alphabetical citation bias compared to chronological and numerical
styles. b Citation rates across letters in psychology, but not biology,
showed a very strong alphabetical citation bias
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field corroborated our original findings: An alphabetical cita-
tion bias exists in psychology but not in fields that primarily
use a chronological citation style.

Control analysis

We propose that the mechanism generating the alphabetical ci-
tation bias involves a primacy effect that takes place when psy-
chologists observe a list of in-text citations, thereby biasing ci-
tation decisions toward earlier citations. However, this mecha-
nism requires that articles be cited at least once to appear in an
in-text citation. Therefore, we predict that the alphabetical cita-
tion bias should not influence the probability of whether an
article is cited at all. In an exploratory analysis, we calculated
the mean probability of being cited and found no evidence for or
against an alphabetical citation bias in psychology (Data Set 1: τ
= 0.20 [−0.07, 0.43], BF = 0.67; Data Set 2: τ = −0.24 [−0.47,
0.03], BF = 1.1; see Fig. S5 in the Supplementary Materials).
Thus, we do not have evidence that the alphabetical citation bias
influences whether articles are cited or not. Only after they are
cited does the alphabetical citation bias occur.

Article-level analysis

The previous analysis of the alphabetical citation bias is prob-
lematic because (1) we aggregated the data for each letter and (2)
citation count data are highly skewed. That is, most articles get
cited only a few times, if at all, whereas only a few articles get
many citations. Moreover, the analysis ignores potential differ-
ences across journals and years. Therefore, we combined our two
data sets and conducted an exploratory linear mixed model
(LMM) with a log-transformed citation count as the dependent
variable, field as a fixed effect, and journal and year as random
effects (see the Supplementary Materials for more details on
statistical analyses). Because our proposed mechanism of

alphabetical citation bias requires at least one citation, we re-
moved from the analysis articles with zero citations. We log-
transformed the citation count data because this accounts for
the skewed nature of this type of data (Thelwall&Wilson, 2014).

There was extreme evidence for no interaction between
letter and field (BF < 0.01). One possible reason for the dif-
ference between the aggregated analysis and the article-level
analysis is that the mean values in the aggregated analysis are
more sensitive to higher citation counts. That is, the alphabet-
ical citation bias is likely to be driven by articles that receive
many citations because the more citations an article receives,
the more likely it is to be cited again: the Brich get richer^
phenomenon (Price, 1976; Barabási, Song, & Wang, 2012).
As such, the multitude of articles with very few citations may
wash out the bias present in the more highly cited articles. To
test this possibility, we conducted a series of analyses,
dropping the lower percentiles of the data to assess whether
the more highly cited psychology articles were driving the
bias. As the citation count percentile increased, the Bayes
factors for the presence of an interaction between letter and
field also increased (see Fig. S6 in the Supplementary
Materials). Specifically, we found moderate to extreme evi-
dence for letter by field interactions above the 50th percentile
(i.e., articles that had 10 or more citations), with psychology
exhibiting stronger biases than did biology and geoscience:
Psychology articles that have moderate to high numbers of
citations show the alphabetical citation bias. Therefore, the
article-level LMM shows an alphabetical citation bias in the
field of psychology in articles with more than 10 citations.

Discussion

Alphabetizing in-text citations biases how authors cite articles,
with a preference for citing authors early in the alphabet.

Fig. 2 Replication of alphabetical citation bias. Citation rate refers to the mean percentage of total citations for each letter. Citation rates across letters in
psychology, but not geoscience, showed a strong alphabetical citation bias
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Alphabetized in-text citations tend to show a stronger bias
than do chronological or numerical citations, and psychology
journals seem to show the bias more strongly than biology and
geoscience journals. This effect occurs with moderately and
highly cited articles, which in our data set reflected articles
that had been cited 10 or more times.

If Huang’s (2015) hypothesis that the overall effect is
driven by alphabetized reference lists were correct, we
would have observed an equivalent bias in alphabetical
and chronological journals, since both use alphabetized ref-
erence lists. However, chronological journals show no evi-
dence for a bias, suggesting that the citation biases are not
due to how readers scan reference lists. We postulate that
when authors extract in-text references from other articles,
they focus on the first few citations. Thus, when in-text
citations are organized alphabetically, the strongest alpha-
betical citation bias is observed. These findings exemplify
Simon’s (1990) notion of bounded rationality because cita-
tion decisions result from an interaction between cognitive
processes (more attention devoted to items earlier in a list)
and the structure of the environment (citation style).

Our follow-up analyses showed an alphabetical citation
bias in psychology articles cited 10 or more times. This is
consistent with our proposed mechanism of the bias because
articles with many citations are more likely to receive pro-
portionally more citations than those with fewer citations
(cumulative advantage or preferential attachment; Price,
1976; Barabási et al., 2012).4 Thus, the more cited an article
is, the more likely it is to be viewed by others, and the more
likely it will appear in a list containing multiple in-text cita-
tions. If readers exhibit a primacy effect when reading a list
of alphabetized in-text citations, authors with letters earlier
in the alphabet will be viewed and cited more, and this effect
will be stronger for articles that are highly cited already.
Thus, the fact that an article is highly cited in a field that
alphabetizes in-text citations makes it more susceptible to
the alphabetical citation bias.

These findings have important implications for how au-
thors and readers should use references and interpret citation
metrics. How reference information is communicated to
readers (i.e., citation styles) differs across journals and is often
focused on providing editorial benefits. Editorial perspectives
on citation styles, however, do not necessarily account for the
psychology of how readers obtain and process information.
For instance, although numerical citations save space in
journals, they prevent the reader from developing a Bmind
map^ that connects ideas to their creators and builds a tempo-
ral progression of idea generation (Clauss, Müller, & Codron,
2013). Chronologically ordered author-date in-text citations
likely best facilitate a literature mind map by not only making

author names immediately obvious but also by making trans-
parent the chronological order in which ideas progressed.
Alphabetically ordered citations also make author identity ap-
parent, but obscure the temporal ordering of scientific prog-
ress. Though we cannot entirely circumvent the primacy ef-
fect, chronologically ordered citations may emphasize earlier,
foundational citations rather than bias citations based on the
arbitrary feature of an author’s surname. Thus, journals with
chronological in-text citations may facilitate cognitive pro-
cessing of scientific progress to generate a better understand-
ing of the literature, while minimizing the alphabetical citation
bias found here.

The bias demonstrated in our study is also important for our
understanding of scientific impact and the evaluation of re-
searchers in academia. From tenure and promotion to
obtaining grant funding and evaluating the success of entire
institutions, citation metrics are used to evaluate scientific im-
pact and productivity (Lehmann, Jackson, & Lautrup, 2006;
Ellison, 2010). Thus, arbitrary conventions that influence ci-
tation counts can have measurable influences on scholarly
success. In the field of economics, for example, where coau-
thor orders are sometimes arranged alphabetically, researchers
with surnames starting with letters earlier in the alphabet are
more likely to achieve academic success, such as obtaining
tenure or becoming fellows of professional societies (Einav &
Yariv, 2006; Van Praag & Van Praag, 2008; Weber, 2018).

The findings in this study suggest that one possible mech-
anism for the alphabetical bias in academic success is biased
citation rates for early letter surnames. Thus, academic re-
searchers with early letter surnames may be viewed more fa-
vorably by committees or institutions due to having greater
citation rates, even though these greater rates may be unrelated
to the quality of their work. Because of these biases, we agree
with Huang’s (2015) admonition that citation metrics are not
Bobjective and unbiased measures of scholarship^ (p. 785).
These biases must be accounted for.

To conclude, citations are critical components of scholar-
ship, and science benefits when references are evaluated crit-
ically and objectively. Unfortunately, this is not always the
case, as citation decisions are affected by arbitrary properties
other than the quality of the work itself. These decisions result
from an interaction between researcher cognition (primacy
effect) and the citation environment (in-text citation style).
When citation environments do not account for these cogni-
tive processes, biases can occur in citation decisions. One such
bias is the alphabetical citation bias, which arises as a primacy
effect based on the ordering of in-text citations. In a citation
environment with alphabetically ordered in-text citations, the
temporal ordering of scholarly progress is obscured and, due
to the primacy effect, citation decisions are biased toward
authors with surnames occurring early in the alphabet.
Chronologically ordered citations maintain key information
for the reader and do not result in an arbitrary alphabetical

4 Due to our findings, the editors allowed us to maintain chronological order-
ing of our citations in this article.
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citation bias. Our findings regarding the psychology of cita-
tion decisions have direct implications for how journal pub-
lishers and editors should design citation environments. We
suggest that journals using alphabetical ordering for in-text
citations switch to chronological ordering to avoid alphabeti-
cal biases, thereby facilitating a more objective and clearer
understanding of the literature.
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